Innovation Makes a Difference.

Mentioned by President Obama as “an example of how innovation is reshaping the Middle East,” meet is an innovative program that educates and empowers the next generation of young Israeli and Palestinian socially-minded entrepreneurs to create positive social and political change in their communities, in partnership with MIT. meet is long-term, local, skill-based, highly in demand, and has equal participation by gender and nationality. Visit meet.mit.edu/donate to find out how you can get involved.

Valued & resilient bi-national network

60% increase in the students who believe there is value in working with someone from the “other” side

72% of alumni are significantly involved in bi-national projects or professional development, despite societal pressures

Tackling real-world problems

100+ student projects created by bi-national teams

19 alumni ventures that tackle issues like media bias, education, environment, civic activism, and sharing economies

Joint values, skills & motivations

400+ young leaders with shared values and goals

300,000 hours of pragmatic skill building

High retention and demand: 82% retention and 800 students applying each year (8% accepted)